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It is known that COVID-19 spread mainly from person-to-person through respiratory droplets
produced when an infected person coughs or sneezes, and as a result certain ideas about contagious
of COVID19 have been spread. One of them is the widespread belief that close runners -owing to
the stronger exhalation, can be more prone to be infected with COVID-19 because the collision
with the suspended respiratory droplets should the runner in front be infected. However, because
the low Stokes number this idea cannot be generalized without carefully thought and in fact can
be put into question. Utilizing the raindrop collisional model and with the help of computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) it is shown that the probability of collision with respiratory droplets is not
increasing always with the approaching velocity of the runner but rather there is a maximum
velocity threshold at which the efficiency of collision drops.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is known that COVID-19 spread mainly from person-
to-person through respiratory droplets with diameters
around ≈ 5μm or thereabouts, which are produced when
an infected person coughs or sneezes,[1]. To date, vaccine
is not available, and as a result exceptional protection
measures are being taken in the affected countries such
as maintaining at least 1 m-to- 2 m distance between
persons and/or wearing masks in places prone to con-
centration of people. By keeping a safe distance between
persons it is pretended that tiny droplets has enough time
to fall to the ground under gravity and then with a lim-
ited distance for transmission, [2]-[4], nevertheless, more
recent studies seems to indicate that even 2 meters of
inter-personal distance could not be enough, [5]. On the
other hand, there is the widespread belief that close run-
ners -because the stronger exhalation, can be more prone
to be infected with COVID-19 because the collision with
the suspended respiratory droplets should the runner in
front be infected.
II. STATEMENT OF THE MODEL
Let us consider Fig. 1 in which a runner infected with
COVID-19 carries the virus and leaving behind a trail of
contaminated cloud with suspended respiratory droplets
containing the virus. At the same moment a second
healthy, non-infected runner is approaching the contami-
nated cloud with a certain velocity. Computational mod-
els have been recently used considering a similar problem
and considering saliva droplets with average diameters
around of 80 μm,[9]. However, no mechanistic models
based in collisions probability has not yet reported.
FIG. 1: A healthy non-infected runner approaching a sus-
pended contaminated COVID-19 cloud left by the runner in
front.
A. Raindrop Collisional Model
The mechanistic model for raindrops falling from the
sky and growing during their path by a collisional process
with other tiny drops encountered during the travel is a
well grounded theory in cloud physics and can be found in
fundamental books on the topic, see for example, [6] and
[7]. The raindrop collisional model is based in the calcu-
lation of an effective collisional cross section as depicted
in Fig. 2, which is summarized as follows. In order than
a falling drop (the collector drop), be able to collide with
a second stationary drop (the collected drop), must be in-
side of a certain area which is less than the geometric area
because the air streamlines bowing out around the collec-
tor drop carry the smaller drops with them around the











FIG. 2: Air flow around a falling particle. Only the air in
innermost streamline collides with the particle, the rest goes
around it. Credit.Lamb and Verlind,[7]) .
the actual cross-section. As drops get bigger, they have
too much inertia to follow the air streamlines, thus mak-
ing the collision more likely. This fact is typified by the
Stokes number Stk, which is a dimensionless number
characterizing the behavior of particles suspended in a
fluid flow. For the purpose of the present study, it is
enough to know that when the Stokes number is much
smaller than unity Stk 1, a body suspended in air will
follow the air streamlines closely (perfect advection), [8],
i.e., the path followed by the body is the same than the
air-streamlines. For application of our case of study deal-
ing with respiratory droplets with diameters ≈ 5μ m and
then with a very small Stokes number the assumption of
perfect advection is justified.
The most important parameter within the raindrop colli-






where R and rd are the radius of the collector and
collected drop, respectively (see Fig- 2). When R  rd,






It is interesting to apply the raindrop collisional model
for our case of interest. In order to do this some ideal-
izations and simplifying assumptions are required.
First, for preliminary assessment, we model the runner
as a cylinder with a radius R of infinite length and then
FIG. 3: Actual shape of the physical model.
neglecting disturbances of the flow due to end effects as
depicted in Fig. 3.
Second, because the very low Stokes number, we assume
perfect advection and then the tiny respiratory droplets
follow streamlines. Thus, the collision of droplets with
the runner is reduced to the calculation of air streamlines
surrounding the cylinder and with a collision efficiency E
calculated from Eq.(2) as is depicted in Fig. 4.
III. RESULTS
In order to obtain the estimation of the collision effi-
ciency as function of the approaching velocity. computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations were performed
using the ANSYS-CFD code FLUENT. The fluid simu-
lated was air and the properties were take as constant an
at room temperature T = 293 K and taking the param-
eters for simulation by default including the K-epsilon
(k-e) turbulence model as the most common model used.
For the simulations, it was assumed a cylinder with an
equivalent radius R = 5.5 cm The resulting curve is
shown in Fig. 5. It is interesting to see that the collection
efficiency has a peak of efficiency which actually is very
small with a peak around a 3 % and with approaching ve-
locities around 0.6 m/s or thereabouts which is justified
by the advection of the tiny respiratory micro-particles
with the stream lines. This velocity is much more close
to average walkers rather than runners where as seen in
the figure the collision efficiency drops.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The probability of collision between a runner and
micrometric respiratory droplets suspended in the air
and at rest (from environment) was discussed within the
framework of a raindrop collisional model. It was shown
-as expected from this theory, that the probability of
collision is not increasing indefinitely with the approach-
ing velocity of the runner but rather there is a maximum





















FIG. 4: Aerodynamic trajectories of the droplets. Because
the very small sizes of the droplets, complete advection can
be assumed and then drops travel following streamlines.
collision drops.
It must stressed that the present work must be taken
with caution. Substantial uncertainties were present at
every step of the analysis. The probability of collision re-
ported result from unavoidable idealizations which are in-
herent in any theoretical model and in special in the rain-
drop collisional model and therefore the reported results
are not intended to typify quantities. This should not be
misconstrued as an attempt to produce a definitive mech-
anistic analysis. Nonetheless, the raindrop collisional
model provide an interesting alternative approach which
has been applied successfully in cloud physics for the
growth of raindrops in meteorological situations which
by far are much more complex and difficult to accurately
predict in comparison with our case of study. All in all,
the present work will provide important guidance in fu-
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FIG. 5: Collision efficiencies for COVID19 virus considering
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